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DEATH HAS COME for me at last. 

That, at least, is my hope. A swift and merciless death would be preferable to this. The 

shame of dishonour. The guilt of still drawing breath with my duty undone.  

I swore oaths to stand shoulder to shoulder with my milites, to push my people’s borders 

forward. To take no backward step defending Rome’s Empire. I swore them out loud, crying 

them to the sky, and I have broken them. 

I am bound to the whipping post, all the better to be punished. That, alone, demonstrates 

the severity of my sins. As if I did not know already.  

Somewhere in the sky above me, a crow calls out. My eyes are closed, but my mouth 

twitches in a smile. It occurs to me, with a dose of irony, that I have inflicted this fate on 

countless unlucky souls in my many years with the Twelfth.  

Years back, Scipio and I put down a slave rebellion in Pamphylia. I had ten of the 

ringleaders leashed together before the town they’d failed to overturn, and personally flogged 

them to within an inch of their lives. One of them died, and I was later told that two others 

never recovered from the onslaught. None of that ever bothered me, and I never slept any lighter 

in the years that followed. Honourless men deserve honourless ends, and I have never once 

questioned my role in asserting that truth. 

A small part of me wonders who was chosen to deliver sentence. I cannot turn my head, 

and whoever it is does not speak. Corporal punishment can only come from a man of officer 

rank, and that narrows the list considerably.  

Thracian, perhaps. He would undoubtedly jump at the chance to humble me, and he 

certainly has the sadism for it. Or maybe Ardius. I doubt he would lack the professionalism to 

carry this out. He may not want to, but I cannot see him or Alvanus shying away from the 

burdens of duty.  

Gates of Fire… it could even be Cascana. Has our glorious Legate ordered him to carry out 

the sentence, as a show of fortitude? That would only compound my shame, if young Cascana 

suffered for his loyalty to me.  

No, I decide. It is not Cascana holding the flagella behind me. Legate Urbanus is a hard 

and unyielding man, but he is not without mercy. 

Mercy for Cascana, of course. Not for me. I am beyond the reach of mercy now. 

I hear the crack of unwound leather, and the tell-tale whush of displaced wind as my 

punisher gives the air a slash. Flagellation, then. Less than I feared, but no less than I deserve. 

Blood loss alone could finish me off, or maybe infection from my wounds, if the Halls of the 

Dead are that eager to claim me.  

He slashes the air again, again, and again. Warming up his arms, perhaps. Or simply 

anticipating what is to come. Whush. Whush. Whush. I can picture him spinning it mid-air, 

ready to bring it cracking down between my shoulder-blades.  



And then I hear him speak. His voice, oaken and earthy but as strong as a youth’s. I 

recognise it at once, for it belongs to the man who rules my life. 

‘In the name of Jupiter the Almighty, to whom we cast our gaze up,’ Urbanus solemnly 

intones, ‘of Pluto the All-Claimer, to whom we cast our gaze down, and to our beneficent 

Emperor Augustus, to whom we owe all and cast our gaze askance,’ the flagella-spinning 

reaches a fever-pitch, ‘do I hold thee unequal before your oaths and duties to your Legion.’ 

Down comes the whip, and my world goes red. 

 

WINTER NIGHTS BITE hard in the Gallic hills and valleys. Not even the fires of Saturnalia can 

warm us here, but that won’t stop the men of the Twelfth from trying. 

The torches have been lit. The ale is flowing. The time for feasting is over, the time for 

Saturn’s droning rites further gone still. We are deep into the drinking, and all that follows. 

The air is hot and heavy and live. Sound fills all the senses, in the form of singing, shouting 

and cheering as my milites forget their Roman-ness for one day of the year, and simply get to 

be men again.  

Legionaries and officers shout at each other, to each other, with each other. It is the sound 

of a Legion camp in full celebration. To an outsider, it doubtless sounds like hell itself.  

To me, it is the sound of life. 

‘Io, Saturnalia! Io, Saturnalia! Io, Saturnalia!’ 

Many of them throng together, competing against each other to drink, dance and in some 

cases fight. Many more have quit our raucous castra entirely, snatching whatever girls and 

wenches have caught their fancy for a little fun among the trees.  

Their whoring is not extended to the prisoners, and that at least is something. Lustful 

violence against the defenceless is not the way of the Fulminata. We hold ourselves to a higher 

standard, and leave such pursuits to lesser men, in other Legions. Few of our captive men and 

girls are preyed upon by drunken legionaries, few that I can see anyway. The worst 

transgressors to that unwritten rule will find themselves punished by their officers tomorrow, 

as if their hangovers and injuries won’t be brutal enough.  

None of this occupies me. This is a night of feasting and merry hedonism. Hardly a time to 

worry about my duties. 

I keep to the festival’s outskirts, nursing my beer. Saturnalia can be a time of upheaval, 

where free men cook and serve their slaves, and Centurions play second fiddle to their own 

soldiers. I have ignored the jeers and raucous jesting of my legionaries as I served them their 

meat and ale, taking them in the good spirit I hope they were given. But my part is over, now. 

Some of my fellow officers will happily lead their men into debauchery tonight, but that is not 

something I particularly care for. 

Salius shatters my reverie, crashing down beside me. He shines with glistening sweat, 

honestly earnt from his frolicking. It catches the light of the torches all around us.  

‘Good old Praeto,’ he half-mumbles. ‘He’s getting his prick sucked by that girl from the 

baggage train. The one with the…’ he cups his hands over his pecs, spilling drink over his 

tunic.   

In more sober times, Salius is the picture of calm, reserved officiousness. The ale has turned 

my optio inside out. His cheeks and brow are ruddy red with the alcohol. I can scarcely believe 

he hasn’t passed out yet, and my incredulity must have shown on my face. 



‘Oh, loosen up, Praefector,’ he slurs, clapping my shoulder in a not very professional 

manner. ‘It’s Saturnalia. Unscrew that bloody crest off your helmet, you miserable old sod. 

You’ll love it.’  

My men are out of earshot. Salius is a good man in a fight, and an even better optio off the 

battlefield. These things grant him the liberty to speak to me like that. If any of the rank and 

file tried the same, I would march them through snowfall in nothing but tunics and iron-shod 

boots. Even on Saturnalia.  

As it is, I smile knowingly at him, and take another sip from my flagon. 

Something crashes behind us. A man in Centurion’s garb is wobbling on top of a wooden 

barrel, drink in hand. He is attempting a rather shaky recital of the Judgement of Paris, but he 

falls into the men around him before he can manage so much as a verse.  

The men around him are evocati, from their uniforms. Good men, through and through, 

who have completed their first tour of service. They fight in the Legion because they want to, 

rather than simply having to. That selfless return to duty has a double edge, though. It brings 

with it a certain ego, and can sometimes render them beyond an officer’s easy authority.  

‘Bloody Alvanus,’ Salius grumbles. ‘And he wonders why the men don’t respect him.’ 

But I am no longer listening. I am looking back at the clearing behind us, trying to pick out 

something – anything – through the trees. I have been looking at the torches for too long, and 

it has ruined my night vision.  

Careless. 

‘Did you hear that?’ I ask the open air.  

 

I CRASH BACK from that first blow, but of course I cannot. I am still bound to the post, and I have 

nowhere to go. My arms and torso pull back, as taut as the bonds that hold me fast, and all I 

can do is bleed. 

Again, with the flagella. Again. And again. 

I realise that I am screaming. I cannot stop myself, and I do not want to. I sowed this harvest, 

after all.  

I can barely even hear myself. I hear my heart thumping in my ears, and that is all I hear. 

Something trickles down my back. The breeze breathes on my wounds, and that only makes 

them worse. 

 

SALIUS CRASHES BACKWARD, dead in a moment. A brief but promising military career is ended 

with a single bronze arrow.  

Suddenly, I am sober. The flagon falls from my hand. I am already backing away, stumbling 

over my feet without daring to turn my back. I find myself moving faster than I have in years. I 

cannot see them. Not yet. But I know what they are.  

‘Gauls,’ I snarl as I reach the evocati. A shaft sails past my head, knocking a lantern. 

‘Gauls! Ambush!’ 

Alvanus, at first, is too drunk to comprehend me. I barge a drunken evocatus aside and 

clap both of his cheeks, shaking his head with my hands. ‘Wake up, man! Bugle! Now!’ 

The enemy, the Gallic filth, have planned this ambush well. They’d avoided harrying our 

scouts and forays into the neutral wilderness, letting us dig in and set up camp unopposed. 

Then they’d let us be, until Saturnalia came.  



That one night of the year when our guard is down. When our legionaries are intoxicated 

into uselessness. When the chain of command is upturned by commanders playing at being 

servants. 

Stupid, stupid, stupid.  

I snatch the horn from Alvanus’ belt. Drunken fool. I am shouting at the top of my voice. 

The milites all around me finally, finally sense something is wrong.  

I draw in a breath, and bring the bugle to my lips. 

Another arrow takes Alvanus’ shoulder as I blow. Around me I hear more shouts; some in 

Latin, some in the Gallic dialects. 

And then the screaming starts. 

 

BY THE FIFTH blow, I have no air in my lungs left to scream. I still can barely hear, but I feel 

my lungs grow ragged and raw. 

My back is now positively sodden. Rivulets of blood pitter-patter, worming their way down 

my shoulder blades. A small, detached part of my mind – the part still capable of conscious 

thought – wonders if the lashing has torn through to the bone. It is possible. I have seen it 

happen. 

By the sixth and seventh, I feel my consciousness start to fail me. 

By the tenth, I can no longer recall my own name. 

 

‘ORBUS!’ SOMEBODY SHOUTS for me. ‘Praefector! Is that you?’ 

I wheel on my heels. My sword is sheathed away in the command tent, practically half the 

world away, and this stolen gladius is all I have. I hold it in my other hand as a pair of principes 

– the least drunk of their tentmates – rush past to wake the most inebriated of their fellows.  

Someone, somewhere, has knocked the torches over. Maybe one of our drunken legionaries 

by accident, maybe one of the bastard Gauls to smoke us out. But now flames are spreading 

through the castra, every bit as quick and lethal as the enemy. 

I clutch Alvanus’ bugle with my teeth as I drag him behind me, gladius at ready.  

‘Praefector,’ the voice calls again. I know it this time. ‘Well met.’ 

‘And you, Nicanor,’ I manage through occupied jaws. I spit the horn out, hauling Alvanus 

over to him. ‘Get him to safety. The other Centurions?’ 

‘Dead. Gone. Either.’ The standard bearer is ever a man of few words, but we are short on 

time. ‘I’ve lost my signa.’ 

That would warrant a court martial on any other night. I let it pass.  

Nicanor looks at me. ‘Orders, sir?’ 

The enemy answers before I can. Something dark and robed and angry crashes into me 

head-on, bearing me to the ground. I land hard. The landing almost knocks my gladius out of 

reach. Almost. 

I catch the oncoming blow. I headbutt. I twist.  

I stab.  

Nicanor helps drag the dying Gaul off me. I wrench my sword free as I rise. Five seconds, 

one death blow, and still enough blood to paint the three of us. 

The standard-bearer hauls Alvanus to his feet. ‘He can still run,’ he comments. ‘What now, 

Praefector?’   

 



SIXTY-FOUR LEGIONARIES dead. Almost twice that number injured or unable to see battle again 

for months. The gods only know how much of our armoury and supply train liberated, torched 

or ruined beyond recovery.  

More lost in one night of ambush than in the last three months of campaigning put together. 

The Twelfth hasn’t taken such a mauling in years. 

I am owed this. This is what I deserve. 

For the first time today, I try to speak. My lips move. My jaws part. 

‘More,’ I mouth to the morning air. ‘More…’ 

 

WE FALL TOGETHER in a tangle of limbs.  

Everything is on fire now. A group of us huddle, back-to-back, in the failing shadow of a 

burning mess-tent. Gallic blood carpets my face and brow.  

Tactics become frivolous when your prey is in disarray. They fall upon their us like 

nightmares. We fight back, and they die. But we die faster.  

My gladius’ pommel cracks a man’s skull. He drags me down as he falls. The legionary 

beside me grabs my shoulder, trying to stop me falling. He fails. 

Someone, somewhere, is blowing a bugle. I recognise the pattern of toots. It is a rallying 

cry, a call to unity in the middle of our camp.   

I fall over Nicanor’s corpse as I grab a Gaul’s neck. I hammer his head against the stony 

earth. He is dead. Or stunned. Either way I win. 

Blood of Teucer… this is going to be a massacre. Alvanus is gone from my side, dead or 

fleeing. I haven’t seen another Centurion, and if Legate Urbanus is still alive, he is camped too 

far off to fight his way to us. Half of our men are barely even wearing armour, let alone sporting 

weapons. Beer has slowed the sharpest of us, and utterly ruined the drunkest of us.  

I go for my gladius as more Gauls hurl themselves forward. They bear us to the ground, 

hacking at us with flensing knives as we struggle for our lives. Proud legionaries with noble 

lineages – heroes of battle, each and every one of them – are ignobly slaughtered around me, 

falling to callous murder.  

And this is how it ends.   

 

TIME HAS PASSED. 

Urbanus flogs me again, and again. The flagella is no longer even sodden. The layer of 

blood around the knots has hardened. I jolt awake, and the agony is there for me when I do.  

One of my fetters has broken. This is no source of relief – I still hang from the whipping 

post, only now I hang lopsided. 

I can hardly complain. I am Camp Prefect of the Twelfth Fulminata, and I am guilty of 

fleeing from battle.  

I have broken a trust held sacred for nearly thirty years. A trust it is my place and burden 

to punish lesser men for breaking.  

I am not fit to crawl before my Legate, let alone hang before him.    

 

I AM CRAWLING. I am choking. 

I am crawling through the dead, Gaul and Roman together. I am choking from the blood in 

my throat, and the burning smoke that fills the air. My gladius is gone, I don’t know where.  



How long have I been down here? Who are these men around me? Are they my own? Should 

I recognise them? 

The fires burn so bright I cannot see. The shadows in the air… they could be clouds of smog 

that crown the flames. Or maybe the silhouettes of our burning barracks, still somehow keeping 

their form.  

Maybe the smoke is clouding my vision. Maybe it is the blood that fills my eyes. 

Or maybe I am dead, and it is the dark halls of Erebus that I steal through now.  

I pull my way through the souls of the fallen, somehow finding my feet. That is a mistake. The 

higher I rise, the less I can breathe. I splutter the burning smoke out from my lungs. 

I turn. 

I run through the flames, and do not stop. 

Somewhere in the chaos behind me, a bugle cries out. 

 

‘DOES THIS SOOTHE your shame?’ someone calls out. Is that Urbanus’ voice? ‘Does this 

scourging give you closure for your treason? For your lack of moral strength?’ 

The second fetter has broken. I am no longer bound; now I simply lie in the dirt where I 

undoubtedly belong. Urbanus does not care. The sentence has been carried out. 

Something wet and viscous drips from my mouth, falling to earth beneath me. Maybe spit. 

Maybe blood. Most likely a mix of both. 

Footsteps, receding into unconsciousness.  

‘Remove this honourless wretch from my camp,’ Urbanus orders. ‘Or simply leave him for 

the crows.’ 

 


